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Biographies – part two
Social media editor: Rachel Bickley
I've recently moved to the East to take up my new role
as an Academic Liaison Librarian at the University of
Bedfordshire. So far I am really enjoying it; everyone
I've met has been lovely and it's been good to take on
some new challenges. I've joined the CILIP East
Above: Rachel Bickley
committee to look after the social media side of things,
and I'm looking forward to getting stuck in. I'm originally
from Birmingham but have lived all over the country,
and was most recently living in Bristol where I worked
at UWE and served on the CILIP South West
committee as a NPSO. I'm also part of the team which
organises the national CDG conferences, and between
2011 and 2013 I managed the LIS New Professionals
Network (LISNPN). Outside of work and CILIP, I spend
my time writing my first novel, going off on my travels
whenever I can, playing netball, reading, listening to
music, going to gigs and going to the pub.
Committee member: Charlotte Smith
Charlotte is an assistant librarian within a busy faculty
library. She manages the Germanic and European film
collections alongside a diverse collection of
periodicals. She is involved in all aspects of collection
management, from resource selection and acquisition
to budget management and cataloguing. She is also
involved in information skills teaching and training,
Above: Charlotte Smith
giving adhoc support alongside more formal training
sessions. Her current research interests within
librarianship include the creative use of new
technologies on information service provision (e.g.
SMS texting, vodcasts), changing cataloguing
standards, and the information seeking behaviour
displayed by undergraduates and researchers.
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CILIP EAST Committee 2013
Chair: Brenda Mead
Secretary: Vacant
Treasurer: Neil Dixon
Candidate Support Officer: Maria Giovanna de Simone
New Professionals Support Officer: Niamh Tumelty
Social Media Coordinator: Rachel Bickley
Sunrise Editor: Nikki Cooper
Web Editor: Martin Cove
Committee Members: Louise Auckland, Simon Barlow, Carol Fisher, Mary Kattuman, Charlotte
Smith
Career Development Group Liaison Officer: Chris Barker
SIG Representatives: Louise Aldridge and Anne Worthington (YLG), Margaret Connell (ISG),
Lisa Hutchins (Affiliates Group/We heart Libraries) Chris Fardon (Arts Council)
Blog: communities.cilip.org.uk/blogs/eoe Email: cilipeast@gmail.com Twitter: @cilipeast
______________________________________________________________________________

Reflective writing  Kathryn Butler
A number of library and information staff gathered at Ely Public Library in May for a Reflective
Writing workshop run by Margaret Chapman and CILIP East Members Network. The aim of the
workshop was to explore the meaning of reflective writing and to see its potential application in
our work and practice.
Before the workshop we had each completed a questionnaire that aimed to determine our
preferred learning style. The idea behind this is that we benefit more from some experiences
than others, and by being able to pinpoint our learning preferences, we put ourselves in a better
position to select learning opportunities that suit our style.
The learning styles were those devised by Honey and Mumford and we were classed as
Pragmatists, Activists, Reflectors or Theorists. I came out quite definitely a Reflector, which
wasn’t really a surprise to me. Most of my fellow attendees also came out as Reflectors maybe
librarians are generally reflective by nature, or is it just that Reflectors are naturally drawn to a
course on reflection?
Once we’d noted a preference for a learning style and identified some learning opportunities, we
3
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were asked to reflect critically on our experiences. Margaret encouraged us to reflect by keeping
a learning journal, where we noted down our experiences and then our initial reflections on the
experience, finally followed by the actions we’d taken as a result of this reflection. Writing down
our experiences in this way was very beneficial as we could see the results of our reflections
and made us aware of the learning process in action.
We also spent time reflecting in group exercises –we talked in pairs about specific learning
activities, with one person acting as a mentor to the other, asking questions and getting the
“mentee” to explore the experience in a reflective way. We also worked individually, writing
reflective statements and analysing the kind of language used, recognising the differences
between reflective writing and descriptive writing.
Reflection can be quite difficult to define but we were encouraged to think of it not as an abstract
concept but as a practical tool that can give us a framework for professional development it’s
essentially a process through which learning can be achieved. To help us understand this, we
looked at some models of reflective practice. Not being one for overly complicated theories, my
favourite was the Rolfe model, which is essentially: “What? – So what? – Now what?” I know that
I’ll try to ask myself these questions when presented with learning opportunities in the future.
Margaret also emphasised that reflection is a deliberate process and that we should regularly set
aside some time to do it. Sometimes we may be busy with our day to day jobs but by taking time
out to reflect on both good and bad experiences we can learn from them and improve our
professional practice.
I attended the course primarily because I’m preparing for chartership and thought that the advice
would help me when constructing my portfolio. However, I learnt that reflective practice is a
useful habit to get into and it’s generally important for any kind of professional development.
I'm a Librarian at Norfolk & Suffolk NHS Trust and I'm based in Norwich. I've
just moved to the region and have previously worked in libraries in Leicester
and Leeds.
Left: Kathryn Butler

______________________________________________________________________________
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Welcoming the World: ensuring our public libraries
are relevant to our diverse communities of young
people and families  Louise Aldridge and Anne
Worthington
A YLG Eastern Training Day held on 13th March 2013 at Flitwick Library
Course Content:
To explore ways to improve our service to all our children and young people, by means of case
studies, discussion and looking at authors' own efforts in highlighting certain issues. The aims of
the day also included looking at what we do in each of our authorities; what we do well and what
we do not do so well.
Speakers:
Anna McQuinn: Author and parttime librarian, her books include the Lulu stories which come
with a CD in 20 different languages.
Oksana Chamberlain: Oksana works for Norfolk Library & Information Service, as a
Bookscheme Coordinator. She is in charge of the Opening Doors project, which sends
resources to looked after children as an invitation to join and actively use the library.
Emily Jacques: Emily is an inspirational volunteer for Storybook Dads, a project which aims to
link fathers in prison with their children, by getting dads to record stories.
Marisa McGreevy: Marisa works for Bolinda Audio, and is speaking about the capabilities of
downloadable audio reaching out to new audiences.
Sarah Garland: Author/illustrator wellloved for many years for her portrayals of reallife families
and situations, looking particularly at 'Azzi In Between' a story which speaks to all ages with
compassion and gentle humour about refugees and starting a new life.
Kim Green: Cambridgeshire Racial Equality and Diversity Service ( CREDS ) the Gap (EMA)
Team for Cambridgeshire.
After a welcome to the day, Harriet Cox, Chair of Eastern YLG, introduced Anna McQuinn.
Anna’s path into publishing started after she had worked for a while as a teacher in Ireland. Her
5
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busy publishing career commenced with Child’s Play. From there she moved on to Frances
Lincoln, and then later to an Italian company, which was subsequently taken over by Evans. Anna
decided to start Zero to Ten and when this was taken over and she was made redundant, she
commenced her freelance career. She spends part of her time in Acton library, singing songs,
reading stories and doing art and craft with young families. The rest of her time is spent writing,
editing and working on children’s books, where she often highlights immigration and childhood
friendships where unfamiliar cultures meet. Anna strongly believes that all multicultural books
should discuss emotions, and that for black children it must be difficult to be constantly hearing
stories about them triumphing over racism.
She offered tips on storytimes and rhymetimes; check groups coming into the library, she looks
at the group coming in and thinks ‘how can I include them?’ She asks the parents/carers to join
in with ‘Happy and you know it’ and to say ‘again’ in their home language as she goes round the
group; she encourages them further by using ‘Old MacDonald had a farm’ as a vehicle for asking
the adults to say in their home language, the name of an object or toy animal, held up during this
song; for everyone else she uses local places and names so everyone feels included in the
rhyme or storytime.
Anna finished by sharing her award winning story,
‘Lola Loves the Library’. Every Tuesday Lola and
her mother visit their local library to return and
check out books, attend story readings, and share
a special treat loves the library (this title includes a
multilanguage CD); you can look at Lulu’s page on
the ‘Good Reads’website at:
www.goodreads.com/author/show/618817.Anna_McQuinn

Above: Tanya Walsh and Anna McQuinn

In Oksana Chamberlain’s presentation she spoke of her authority’s project for LookedAfter
Children, ‘Opening doors’, which has been running for seven years. The key funders through
those years have been the Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Esmee Fairburn Foundation, Norfolk
Children’s Services and currently the Library and Information Service for 3 years.
327 children in 2012 were gifted a pack which included a library card. Oksana works with the
Children’s Residential Homes too, to ensure the packs reach their recipients. Children who are
eligible for these books, are those who are in care for 3 months or more. The packs include a
6
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welcome letter, library card, reward card, 2 books, Summer Reading Challenge and volunteer
information. Norfolk County Council act as guarantor for any LA child under 16, paying charges
that may accumulate on the account, including lost or damaged material. The biggest cost of the
project is postage. Costs are kept to a minimum – The Book People are used for the book
packs; corporate stationery and the council’s mail service are all used because they are more
cost effective. Total cost per pack is £6.70.
A reward card with space for 3 stamps, which the child receives when they have made the
corresponding visits to the library, is then exchanged for a book token. A budget is in place to
resource the scheme, the packs, and its contents. There is also a cross border agreement in
place. The LAC project from the library service is embedded in the Children’s Services
Development Plan and included on the Social Workers Cultural Offer ‘tick list’. The libraries and
museums offer include a Toolkit for Social Workers.
A giving tree is in place in the local Waterstones. If a customer wishes to purchase a book for a
LAC, they take a ticket to the counter and buy an appropriate book. The book is then personally
delivered to the child. Library service staff receive training on the packs and are discrete when
gifting.
Marisa McGreevy’s company, Bolinda Audio, have been supplying public libraries with audio
and large print books for over 20 years. Their Market Research shows that there is a group of
potential library customers – typically 2530 year olds – who want to use the library but work and
have too busy a lifestyle to access traditional ‘buildingbased’ services. They would, though, use
digital services that they can download remotely so through investing in these services we can
persuade/enable them to engage with reading and libraries.
Bolinda audio files are in an MP3 format and can be accessed via a USB, CD’s, MP3 player,
laptop or Ipad  4 books can be downloaded at one time. Ebooks are now also available. There
is a forensic watermark and the material can be traced if it appears on a peer to peer network.
The customer signs a Terms and conditions. Bolinda offer a 3 year contract and it is possible to
negotiate test drives and as they also own the technology this is included in the contract. They
advise authorities to start with the smallest collection, as initially they are not likely to know what
their customers will like. Marissa circulated an Ipad with access to the Bolinda catalogue for
delegates to view and access.
Emily Jacques set up the Storybook Dads and is still a volunteer for the project. The Dads she
works with are inmates at a Category B prison. Emily explained that through Storybook Dads,
children form a bond with their Dad through the stories they record on to audio CD’s for children
to listen to at home. Children with fathers in prison often feel abandoned, anxious, exhibit
7
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antisocial behaviour, and have low literacy levels. The Dads themselves have often perpetuated
their fathers’ lifestyle.
The aims of the project are to help the families maintain contact, to reduce stress, improve the
Dads’ literacy levels and promote a love of reading. 82% of Dads have the reading age of a 9
year old. Invited or referred from a parenting course they are 6 times less likely to reoffend if
they develop a relationship with their child. Emily currently has a waiting list of fathers keen to be
involved. She shared a very touching audio recording by a father reading to his child ‘Sometimes
I like to curl up in a ball’ by Vicki Churchill and Charles Fug. It is a story about children who
sometimes like to curl up with a parent, where they feel safe and secure.
The most popular books that Dad’s like to record are:
● My Daddy is a giant
● No matter what
● Little Fox
Following on from this, Hertfordshire Libraries have adopted the project and Emily now has a half
a day a fortnight to continue her work. She has managed to developed a new partnership with
Bookstart and to increased footfall and issues at the local library. Storybook Dads has a website
and donations can be made via those online pages.
Sarah Garland talked about her experience as an illustrator and of illustrating her families and
refugees. Her family and friends houses often feature in her books. She touched on the
idiosyncrasies of the publishing world, and in particular that of American publishers who would
not permit an illustration of more than two people in a bathroom at the same time!
There was then a very exciting opportunity for the committee and delegates to pore over
wonderful illustrations and roughs which Sarah had brought with her. Later, she shared the story
of ‘Azzi in Between’, a compelling imaginary account of what it is like to be a refugee in Britain.
The illustrations easily convey the suddenness of leaving the family home, the children’s fear and
distress; a father deprived of status because he cannot work; a new school, and of coming to
terms with a strange new country. When she initially took it to a publisher they said it was
‘unknown territory’. But it was eventually published and in lots of different languages, including
Irish, Italian, and South Korean. Sarah wanted refugee parents to share the story with children as
a way of talking about their experiences. Azziz is endorsed by Amnesty International.
Kim Green, from the CREDS – Narrowing the Gap (EMA) Team for Cambridgeshire, gave
delegates an insight on the lack of understanding surrounding language. Children learn language
8
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through the sharing of rhymes and stories, which is no different for children coming over to the
UK to live. They will often speak their first language at home and learn English at school.
Normally these children are conversationally fluent at 3 years, though Social Scientists say it
takes 57 years. It is often the children that become the ‘gatekeepers of information’ between
school and home.
Parents need to be really committed to, and persevere with, encouraging their children to retain
their home language and culture. As a library service we need to support bilingualism, by setting
up foreign language book displays; supporting special weeks and months for example National
Roma Month and promoting websites such as the International Children’s Digital Library. On this
site books are arranged by country/language and can be accessed via the internet.
She also commented that we should also display information books featuring black role models
in careers other than sportsmen or singers; that young black people could aspire to roles such
as teacher, lawyer, gardener, engineer etc.
Lastly Kim suggested various ideas/hints and tips that libraries could employ in order to reach
out into the community and engage with parents. Asking questions such as, ‘Can we organise a
storytime in your language?’ Or using schools’ contacts to organise a coffee morning near the
library with a target group of parents, and taking along some library material including an invitation
to visit the library at a later date. N.B: if we engage with a Muslim group the husbands would need
to know that there are ‘women only’ at the session.
______________________________________________________________________________

Six Book Challenge  Kathryn Wallis
The Six Book Challenge is a national initiative run by
the Reading Agency to encourage less confident or
reluctant readers to read six books within a specified
time and record brief details of the books they have
read in their reading diary. It entices people to enter the
wonderful world of reading. Now in its third year at
Peterborough Regional College, the Challenge saw a
marked rise on the number of completers this year.
A celebration for 91 students who had successfully completed this was held on Tuesday 5th
June at University Centre Peterborough. Assistant Principal Roderick Sutherland presented each
person with their certificate and a £10 voucher. Three special awards were also given to
9
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students who had completed their diaries with the greatest enthusiasm.
Refreshments, including a specially made cake, were prepared & served by Hospitality students.
The Challenge is just one of the ways that the Library+ team links closely with students across
the College, especially those students on Inclusive learning and English Language courses,
either as a formal part of their literacy work, or as a key enrichment activity.
Jeremy Lloyd, Sector Manager of Inclusive Learning and ESOL (English as a Second or Other
Language) said:
“It is great that students who came to Peterborough Regional College unable to read a couple of
years ago now discuss their reading with us all with great enthusiasm and enjoyment. The Six
Book Challenge is an important element of this and continues to develop our strong links with
Library+ to enhance the student experience.”
Many of the ESOL students
loved the simplified classics
produced as readers by
Penguin and Oxford and
Cambridge University Press.

Some of the teenagers love their vampire fiction, or fantasy series like ‘Game of thrones’ or
‘Hunger games’.
The Skills For Life students have wide interests, but some enjoyed the real life stories from the
ASDAN press, and the ‘Readwell road’ series.. The sports biographies were popular too.
Kathryn Wallis, Learning Resources Coordinator said, “Every one of these students is a winner.
Their enthusiasm for the Challenge, and the special efforts some of them have made
have really shone through. We are already looking forward to the Six Book Challenge 2014.”
For further information about the Six Book Challenge contact: Kathryn Wallis
kathryn.wallis@peterborough.ac.uk or Claire Chinnery claire.chinnery@peterborough.ac.uk at
Library+ Peterborough Regional College.
______________________________________________________________________________
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Music lending without paper  Nikki Cooper
I started obtaining borrower requests for not in stock items through inter library loan over four
years ago. I attended a FIL (Forum for Interlending) conference a few months later, feeling that l
had a lot to learn. I still have this feeling, but it is tempered with confidence in more streamlined
routines and backed up by practical experience.
This year the conference was held in Cardiff, so had the added draw of a tour round the new
public library. There were a number of sessions to choose from. I was particularly interested in a
session on music interlending as this is a new responsibility for me. I also selected a session on
paper versus paperless working as I have been actively reducing the duplication of request
information between our library management system (LMS) and paper files.
Cambridgeshire lends vocal sets and borrows both vocal and orchestral sets on behalf of
registered music societies. In the past music loans have been operated separately from both the
library management system and the inter library loan system. Registration, the request
procedure and the vocal set catalogue have been paper based. My goal for this year is to
integrate music loans into our requests system. I have divided the project into five areas to make
it appear more manageable:
1. Registration: Set up a music society user group in our LMS. Register music societies only
when they request sets or when we loan our material out to other authorities. In some cases
authorities are already set up as an interlending requestor.
2. Request: The majority of requests for music sets reach us via email. Input the emailed request
into the requests module of the LMS. This may require registration. The requests module creates
a catalogue record if a suitable match is not found. A unique request number is generated.
Possible suppliers are identified through a number of different online catalogues. Where possible
the request will be sent via UnityUK.
3. Loan: Loan requests are also received via direct email or in response to mailing list requests
and occasionally via UnityUK. Use the booking procedure if the set is not required straight away.
Create a request using the requests module, again this may require registration.

4. Booking: We are trialling the use of Google calendar to manage bookings for sets that are not
needed straight away. My feeling is that we could easily use Outlook which is our corporate
system to manage bookings using our existing interlending profile. The trial is running
11
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concurrently with our box of filing cards organised by month and several A4 files of booking
forms, set listings and society registration information.
5. Cataloguing: Using the integrated requests module allows us to manage requests and loans
as we do other interloans. However the music set catalogue is currently a PDF document
available on the county council website and is not available through the OPAC. Temporary,
basic catalogue records are created each time a request is made. My intention is to create a
catalogue template and download matching records where possible. (We no longer have a
cataloguer on staff). To save us having to add each copy of a set to stock, I propose we
catalogue in batches of 10 and loan sets in multiples of 10 only.
There are other projects that may affect music set integration. We have just started the process
of moving our two stock sites into one location. Having moved the sets from a third site over
Christmas we will now integrate them into rolling stacks once these are moved to the preferred
site.
We also have not reviewed the charging structure for sets since the 1990s. A review may impact
on how we decide to catalogue the stock and also how we bill customers. Billing is another paper
based activity that I have integrated into the new requests and loan procedures.
There has not been a buying policy for many years. I would like to see either coordinated buying
programme and cross border lending between consortia partners in SPINE (Shared Partnership
in the East).
The presentations at the FIL conference convinced me that integrating music sets into our main
interlending system was the right decision. They also made me realise that there are many other
areas that could be improved to help provide a better service. For example, I would now like to
see more music set requests coming in through our existing interloan request process rather
than by email. This requires reviewing the request form to ensure that requirements are
recorded accurately and will integrate with the proposed catalogue records. We will also need to
train frontline staff and provide documentation that is easy to follow, particularly for staff in
libraries that do not regularly process interloans or act as a pick up point for music sets.
For colleagues that wish to borrow our vocal sets, we need to make our holdings visible and
current. The cataloguing element of the project will help with this but I also need to work with IT
staff to set up a regular data contribution to the relevant catalogues.
I am already looking forward to the day when I can recycle the filing cards and paper files.
12
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Information about public library services in Cardiff can be found at:
www.cardiff.gov.uk/libraries and public libraries in Wales at:
librarywales.org
Interlend 2013 the full programme is available at:
www.forumforinterlending.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2013/06/Interlend101Back
toBasicsprogramme.pdf

Thank you to Helen Bader and Dawn Downes for sharing their
presentations: www.forumforinterlending.org.uk/interlend2013presentations
Back to basics: music interlending
Helen Bader, Assistant Librarian, Royal Welsh College of Music and
Drama

Above: Cardiff Central
Library (permission to use
image granted)

Back to basics: Processing – Paper vs paperless
Dawn Downes, University of Winchester
Nikki Cooper, Stock and Distribution Coordinator, Cambridgeshire
Libraries nikki.cooper@cambridgeshire.gov.uk or Inter Library Loans
interloans@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
______________________________________________________________________________

From Library Supervisor to Librarian  Kay Murphy
I came to a career in libraries by chance.
In my second year at University studying Politics & Gender Studies, I attended a compulsory
careers interview. At the time I had no idea what I wanted to do as a career. The first question
the advisor asked me was ‘What do you like to do in your spare time?’ I replied with the first thing
that came to mind, which was ‘I like to read’. The advisor’s response was ‘You should be a
Librarian!’ I have often wondered what could have happened if I had responded with my
other hobby – singing  my career could have taken a whole different path!
Up until that point I wasn’t even aware of Librarianship as a possible profession and yet the more
I thought about it the more it appealed to me.
I managed to secure a Saturday Counter Assistant post for Hertfordshire County Council and
13
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worked at Cheshunt Public Library, gaining experience of the sector until I graduated a year later.
Over years I have worked in a range of different sized libraries across Hertfordshire, in a variety
of roles – from Library Assistant to Library Supervisor  gaining my ACLIP qualification along the
way.
Last year, after four years as a library supervisor, I made the permanent leap from Library
management to Librarianship when I took on the post of Information Services Librarian for East
Area. As such, I have responsibility for the reference and local studies collections at five libraries
across East Hertfordshire. The post also includes ensuring the smooth running of the public
network computers in these libraries and implementing and promoting Hertfordshire Libraries’
Digital Inclusion strategy through basic IT taster sessions and effective referrals.
With other Information Services Librarian’s in my area I run ‘Effective Enquiry Skills’ training
sessions. This course aims to increase staff confidence when working at the enquiry desk by
giving them the opportunity to look at resources and discuss best practice when dealing with
enquiries. I also deliver adhoc training to staff on new resources or equipment as they become
available.
Due to the nature of my role it is important that I keep my own skills up to date. I work one
Saturday in three and I use this as an opportunity to spend time on the enquiry desk.
During the week my time is spent on a variety of different tasks, including for example:
● Project work, such as facilitating a recent rollout of new PC hardware across the County
to help improve performance.
● Organising library events such as local studies talks and group IT sessions to
promote libraries as a community space.
●

Partnership working with key organisations such as Job Centre Plus and NextStep
training centre to help support each other’s work and make best use of resources.
● Promoting library services such as the Online Reference Library to local groups and at
community events to raise the awareness of what we offer.
I particularly enjoy the autonomy of the librarian role as well as the opportunity to promote and
develop the service. Running events can be time consuming and a lot of hard work but it is worth
it. It is one of the best ways I get to see firsthand the impact of the work I do.

14
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I have very much enjoyed my move to Librarianship and
would whole heartedly recommend it to those who find
themselves facing a difficult decision between library
management and service development. I often find that
many of the skills I gained as a Library Supervisor come in
very handy as a Librarian, not least the ability to juggle Above: Kay Murphy
range of different tasks and to keep organised!
Information Services Librarian
East Area – Bishop’s Stortford Library
Hertfordshire County Council

______________________________________________________________________________

Poetry Corner  ‘A hand at reading’ Aidan Baker
This poem was written for the English Association's annual poetry competition at the end of
2011, which took as its theme the life and works of Charles Dickens. The poem was awarded
third prize and published in the Association's journal English. Thanks are due to the Association,
and to the publisher, Oxford University Press, for permission to link from here.
I often enter themed poetry competitions. They tend to put my thoughts and my reading on to
new lines. In the present case, though, the Dickens stimulus let me recall old reading: Craig
(1969: 14) and O'Neil (1982: gugugugugugu), and many articles about the Nicaraguan rural
libraries project, which I visited early in 1987.
Bibliography:
Craig, D. 1969. Introduction. In Charles Dickens. 1854/1969. Hard
times. Harmondsworth: Penguin.
O'Neil, J. 1982. The journals of a Lancashire weaver: 185660,
186064, 187275. Edited by M. Brigg. No place: Record Society of
Lancashire and Cheshire.
Above: Aidan Baker
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3rd Prize  A Hand At Reading
Aidan Baker
English 2012 61: 213213
Full Text: english.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/efs038?ijkey=Z1AqF83Mft8raEc&keytype=ref
PDF: english.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/reprint/efs038?ijkey=Z1AqF83Mft8raEc&keytype=ref
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Branch announcements, events and news
Leadership Strategies for Librarians  Stephen Abram 17 June
A few thanks to start with:
●
●

To Stephen Abram for such an inspiring talk on Leadership Strategies for Librarians,
To all who attended the talk and the networking event afterwards  great to see a full
room!
● To all who made voluntary contributions to the CILIP CDG International Fund on the night
(we raised £47),
● To Andy Priestner (Judge Business School, Cambridge) for putting us in touch with
Stephen in the first place and without whom the event would not have happened.
The slides are now available on Stephen's blog. Related blog posts:
●
●

Isla Kuhn
Niamh Tumelty

Library Camp  Saturday 7 September
CILIP East Members' Network is pround to sponsor Library Camp East which with take place at
Harlow College (http://goo.gl/maps/8lgLc) on Saturday 7 September from 10:00 til 16:30.
Bookings at http://bi.t.ly/170nhnD . Information about a travel bursary on the wiki at
http://bit.ly/13Reypb . You can also keep up to date by following @LibCampEast. If you have
any questions about this event email libcampeast@gmail.com
16
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Professional Knowledge & Skills for your LIS Career  Saturday 16 November
Keep Saturday 16 November free for an event on careers in the library and information sector
and CILIP's new Professional Knowledge and Skills Base. Full details will be available later in
the summer.

Portfolio Workshop  Saturday 16 November
The next Portfolio Building course will be held in conjunction with the LIS Careers event, on
Saturday 16th November at Bury St Edmund's public library. Keep an eye on the blog
communities.cilip.org.uk/blogs/eoe/ and enewsletter for details and a booking form, which will
be available soon.

Equality and Diversity in Library Services
Emma Furness, Learning Resources Coordinator at Great Yarmouth College, is investigating
how Equality and Diversity affects different aspects of Library Services. Having spoken to a
number of local college librarians, she is interested to hear from librarians working in other
sectors.
The three main questions are:
1) Do you actively look to promote E&D issues  if so which and how?
2) Do you work with other teams/partners/committees towards promotion of E&D in any way  if
so can you give an example of what you do with them?
3) How do you think E&D affects the services you provide and how you provide them?
If you would be willing to share your thoughts, please email Emma at:
e.furness@gyc.ac.uk

Sunrise Issue 3  end November 2013
The next issue of Sunrise is due out at the end of November. If you would like to submit an
article, news item, or contributions for My Job or Poetry Corner please email them to
cilipeast@gmail.com by the end of October.
Articles are between 500 and 1000 words long. Please also include a short biography and photo
as a jpeg. It would be really helpful if you could send the text formatted in as Arial 11pt.
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